Opening an OvidSP Session

- Open the RGUHS Website at www.rguhs.ac.in
- Click on Digital Library
- Select LWW

Select Resources to Search

- Select one resource by clicking on its name or
- Select several (or a Group) by clicking the checkboxes and Select Resources button
- To add external resources, include Universal Search sources (when available)
- To select different resources after starting your search, choose Resources, then in Selected Resources, choose Ovid Resources (or Universal Search) and Select Resource(s) and Run Search if required

Main Search Page

- Choose Search on the Main Navigation Bar then select a search mode
- Select the Multimedia tab to browse all multimedia assets

Basic Search

- Enter a complete topic or question, and click Search
- Select Include Related Terms to broaden your search
- Filter By Relevancy to select 5 star results
- Add Limits or Filter By criteria as desired

OvidOpenAccess

- Search Open Access and subscribed content together
- Select View all Open Access results to view separately from subscribed content
- Select to close/open the OvidOpenAccess widget
- Open Access results are only available when using Basic Search

Advanced Search

- Enter each individual subject word/phrase and click Search. Mapping will suggest terms from the database vocabulary (when available)
- Use Keyword (.mp.) containing Title, Abstract, Subject Headings (or Full Text) and other fields for a general subject search
- Searching Author, Title (of article), Journal Name or Book Name is also possible
- Use the checkboxes to combine the required subjects with the AND or OR operator buttons, or enter the operator NOT
- Multimedia results are available when using Basic Search or Advanced Search
Your library has Access to following Journals on OvidSP

Anesthesiology
- Anesthesia & Analgesia
- Clinical Journal of Pain

Audiology/Otolaryngology
- Ear and Hearing

Cardiology
- Cardiology in Review
- Coronary Artery Disease
- Circulation
- Circulation Research
- Current Opinion in Cardiology
- Critical Pathways in Cardiology
- Hypertension
- Journal of Cardiovascular Pharmacology
- Stroke

Critical care
- AACN: Advanced Critical Care
- Current Opinion in Critical Care
- European Journal of Emergency Medicine
- Pediatric Emergency Care
- Pediatric Critical Care Medicine

Dentistry
- Implant Dentistry

Environmental Medicine
- Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine

Gastroenterology
- Current Opinion in Clinical Nutrition & Metabolic Care
- Current Opinion in Gastroenterology
- European Journal of Gastroenterology and Hepatology
- Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology

Healthcare Administration
- Health Care Management Review

Hematology
- Current Opinion in Hematology

Infectious Diseases
- AIDS
- Current Opinion in Allergy and Clinical Immunology
- Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases
- Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes

Internal Medicine
- American Journal of the Medical Sciences
- American Journal of Therapeutics
- Current Opinion in Pulmonary Medicine
- Clinical Pulmonary Medicine
- Infectious Diseases in Clinical Practice
- JCR: Journal of Clinical Rheumatology
- Medicine

Lipidology
- Current Opinion in Lipidology

Nephrology
- Current Opinion in Nephrology & Hypertension

Neurology
- Contemporary Neurosurgery
- Current Opinion in Neurology
- Neurology: The Neurologist

Obstetrics and Gynecology
- Nurse Educator
- Nursing Research
- The Nurse Practitioner
- Nursing Management (LWW)
- Journal of Infusion Nursing

Oncology
- American Journal of Clinical Oncology
- Anti-Cancer Drugs
- Current Opinion in Oncology
- Journal of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology

Ophthalmology
- Cornea
- International Ophthalmology Clinics
- Journal of Glaucoma
- Journal of Neuro-Ophthalmology
- Optometry and Vision Science
- Retina

Orthopaedics
- Journal of Orthopaedic Trauma
- Journal of Pediatric Orthopaedics
- Journal of Spinal Disorders & Techniques
- Spine

Pathology
- Advances in Anatomic Pathology
- Applied Immunohistochemistry & Molecular Morphology
- American Journal of Dermatopathology
- American Journal of Forensic Medicine & Pathology
- American Journal of Surgical Pathology
- Diagnostic Molecular Pathology
- International Journal of Gynecological Pathology

Pediatrics
- Clinical Lymphomorphosis
- Current Opinion in Pediatrics
- Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal

Pharmacology
- Behavioural Pharmacology
- Clinical Neuropharmacology

Physical Medicine
- Exercise and Sports Science Reviews
- International Journal of Rehabilitation Research

Physiotherapy
- Pediatric Physical Therapy

Plastic Surgery
- Annals of Plastic Surgery
- Ophthalmic Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery
- Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery

Psychiatry
- Current Opinion in Psychiatry
- Journal of ECT
- Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease
- Journal of Psychiatric Practice

Radiology
- Clinical Nuclear Medicine
- Investigative Radiology
- Journal of Computer Assisted Tomography
- Ultrasound Quarterly

Rheumatology
- Current Opinion in Rheumatology

Sports Medicine
- Clinical Journal of Sport Medicine

Surgery
- Annals of Surgery
- Current Opinion in Otolaryngology & Head and Neck Surgery
- Current Opinion in Organ Transplantation
- Surgical Laparoscopy, Endoscopy & Percutaneous Techniques

Urology
- Current Opinion in Urology
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